During the second period of maximum solar activity (October 2013 through October 2014) of the current solar cycle we have searched for solar neutron events. When a solar flare occurs, ions are sometimes accelerated. Those ions interact with the solar atmosphere and produce solar neutrons. We examined recent data from six stations of the International Network of Solar Neutron Telescopes (Gornergrat, Switzerland; Mauna Kea, USA; Mt. Chacaltaya, Bolivia; Mt. Norikura, Japan; Mt. Sierra Negra, Mexico and Yangbajing, China). We report that no statistically significant solar neutron event associated to a solar flare has been found. Therefore, we calculated the upper limit of the neutron fluxes at the Sun based on a statistical analysis and considering impulsive emission. We report that our upper limits are consistent with the successful detections of solar neutrons made in solar cycle 23.
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Introduction
Solar flares are large explosions that occur in the solar surface. They can sometimes accelerate ions to very high energies. The interaction of these ions with the solar atmosphere can produce via nuclear interactions neutrons among other particles. Understanding the mechanism of acceleration in a solar flare is of primary importance when studying solar neutrons. Solar neutrons can arrive straightforward from the Sun to the Earth without being affected by the interplanetary magnetic fields. Hence, they will carry key information concerning the original particle acceleration.
Since solar neutrons are not the only particle which are accelerated in a solar flare, we can also observe γ-rays, X-rays, protons, electrons and more. Massless particles will arrive at Earth faster than neutrons, thus we can consider these massless neutral particles as an indicator which shows solar neutrons are produced. In particular X-rays are a common indicator of the intensity of solar flares, and may be used as a sign of solar neutrons. X-rays are mainly observed by satellites, one of these is the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES-15), which records the solar X-ray flux [1] in the 1-8Å band every minute. GOES-15 or simply GOES classifies the X-ray flux intensity according to the flare size. This classification has five classes, A, B, C, M and X. Assuming that neutrons are produced instantaneously as X-rays, they will reach the Earth and our detectors delayed from X-rays. The arrival time of neutrons depends on their energies because neutrons have mass. Neutrons with energies of 1 GeV and 100 MeV require about 1.2 min and 11 min longer than X-rays' travel time to reach the top of the Earth's atmosphere.
In the past solar cycle a number of six solar neutron events associated with large (>X1.0-class) solar flares have been reported [2, 3] . Up to date, the number of positive solar neutron detections is twelve. Such small number of positive detections motivate us to continue with our search for more solar neutron events during the current solar cycle. To do so, we focused our analysis on the period of maximum activity, i.e. October 2013 to October 2014 where 21 M-class and 20 X-class flares occurred. A similar analysis covering a wider period is in progress and will be reported in a separate paper.
The solar neutron detector
Solar neutron monitoring for a long time has been carried out by Neutron Monitors (NM) which were originally designed to continuously measure the cosmic ray intensity. Actually, the first ground-based detection of solar neutrons was made by the NM [4] . However, NMs cannot measure the neutron's energy, because such information is lost in the producer. Therefore, Muraki et al., (1992) [5] proposed the Solar neutron telescope (SNT) which basically is a scintillator detector. It can discriminate between incident charged and neutral particles, measure the energy, and determine the direction of the recoiled protons. Its capability was demonstrated when clear solar neutron signals were observed during solar cycle 22 by the 1-m 2 SNT 1 installed in Norikura on 1991 June 4 [5] and during solar cycle 23 by the SNTs installed in Mt. Chacaltaya, Bolivia and Mt. Sierra Negra, Mexico on 2005 September 7 [3] . Since 1991 a number of seven SNTs have been installed around the world to conform the International Network of Solar Neutron Telescopes. In Table 1 the geographical location and the start date of the operation of the SNTs are shown. These detectors 1 Nowadays this small-size SNT is no longer in operation.
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Search for solar neutrons Yutaka Matsubara The detection process in the target is as follows. Incoming neutrons are converted into protons by nuclear interactions. Resulting recoil protons which are subjected to a charge exchange process tend to be scattered in the direction of incident neutrons, almost conserving their energy. The ionization energy loss of the protons is measured by PMTs. The discriminator thresholds of the PMTs are set at different energy levels. NRJP is set at >20 MeV, >40 MeV, >80 MeV, >120 MeV and >160 MeV. ARAM, GOSW and YACH are set at >40 MeV, >80 MeV, >120 MeV, and >160 MeV. CHBO is set at >40 MeV, >80 MeV, >160 MeV, and >240 MeV. MKUS is set at >12 MeV (PMT-L) and >20 MeV (PMT-H). Finally, SNMX is set at >30 MeV, >60 MeV, >90 MeV, and >120 MeV. The particle discrimination is done in the following way. When an incident particle hits the veto-counters, an electrical signal is produced. Now, if that signal is in electronical coincidence with the signal produced in the target, they will be recognized as charged particles. We call this operation mode "without-anti". The anti-coincidence of the veto-counter signals is the operational mode called "with-anti", in this mode the signals are identified as neutral particles.
The performance of the SNTs has been examined by different authors. In the present work we will use their results. The detection efficiencies of the SNTs installed in Norikura (NRJP) and Chacaltaya (CHBO) were performed via an accelerator experiment and also via a MonteCarlo simulation done by Tsuchiya et al. [6] . The detection efficiency of GOSW was performed by M. Moser [9] via MonteCarlo simulations using Geant3. K. Watanabe [7] performed a similar calculation (by using Geant4) to the detection efficiencies of MKUS and YACH. The detection efficiency of SNMX was calculated by L.X. González et al., [10] also using Geant4. In this work, we adopted the NM response calculated by Clem & Dorman [11] .
Data Sample
We focused our search for solar neutrons during the period of maximum solar activity which corresponds from October 2013 to October 2014. In this period, more than 41 solar flares classified as greater than M5 were recorded. Observation on the ground was carried by the SNTs and the Chacaltaya NM (CHNM). Due to the location of each SNT we have some limitations we need to consider. Our conditions to analyze events are that at the peak time the zenith angle of and the line-of-sight air mass to the Sun must be less than 65 • and 1000 g/cm 2 respectively. With these considerations, our final flare sample consists of 29 solar flares which we list in Table 2 .
Analysis
We consider as an indicator of solar neutron production the time of maximum intensity of the SXR flux (t p peak time in UT, t 0 in local time) recorded by GOES. We constructed 3-min count-rate profiles for each of the flares listed in Table 2 . Then we set two windows, the work window and the signal window, to search for solar neutrons. The work window runs from t 0 ± 3h and the signal window runs from t 0 −15min< t < t 0 +45min. The first interval includes the backgrounds and the second interval the possible excess due to solar neutrons. To estimate the background we calculated the running average for 20 min excluding the signal window. In the signal window we interpolate data instead. In Figure 1 we show four examples of the studied events for four SNTs. In these plots the whole interval corresponds to the work window. The signal window is here enclosed by two vertical lines and a double-direction violet arrow. In Figure 1 we show only the lowest threshold of four SNTs. However, in our analysis we used the four different threshold levels from the with-anti operation mode of six SNTs and searched for solar neutrons.
Results
Significance Distributions
Having constructed the time profiles and defined the work windows for each flare, we determined the statistical significance of each profile. We proceeded in the following way. First, we calculated the deviation of each 3-min count from the average background excluding the signal window and normalized by standard deviation. Second, we built a background distribution with these data. Then, we fitted the resulting distribution to a Gaussian function. We built another distribution with the data from the signal window, and in the case we see an excess of events considerably significant equal or greater than 3σ , we can regard it as a candidate for a solar neutron event associated with the solar flare.
In Figure 2 we show as an example of our analysis the statistical significances for one of the largest flares in our list, the X4.9 flare which occurred on 2014 February 25. At the maximum intensity time of SXRs the Mauna Kea SNT (MKUS) was in good position to observe solar neutrons (θ = 44 • , air mass=733g/cm 2 ). We can see isolated events which surpassed the 3σ level in three channels of MKUS, but they are not consistent with respect to the other channels.
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Search for solar neutrons Yutaka Matsubara Figure 2 : Statistical significances for eight different channels of MKUS for the largest flare in our list, the X4.9 (2014/02/25) flare. In all plots the overlapped black-shadowed area corresponds to the signal distribution. In the first top set of four, the results for the PMT-H with its corresponding 3 layers. In the second set, the distributions for the PMT-L also with its corresponding 3 layers.
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Estimation of the Upper Limit
We performed the statistical analysis described in the previous section for all the events listed in Table 2 . However, we could not find any statistically significant result. Nonetheless, we can calculate the upper limit of solar neutrons. To perform such estimation we considered the lowest threshold level of each detector. Although >30 MeV is the lowest energy threshold level of SNMX, we preferred to use the following level which is >60 MeV. We did this because at the time this work was done the >30 MeV channel suffered from the temperature effect which could not be corrected.
Let us describe how we proceeded with our method. First, we define the detection threshold N thr of solar neutrons as a 3σ excess over the background. When we consider the upper limit we take into account the fluctuation of the signal plus the background. Then, our upper limit is the value which gives less than N thr within the 90% C.L. of signal plus background.
Having calculated the 3σ upper limit from our data, we estimated the number of neutrons at the Sun. First, we assumed the differential energy spectrum of neutrons at the Sun as, f (E) = C (E/100[MeV])
β , where C is the neutron flux at 100 MeV. The spectrum is modified due to the decay of neutrons in the interplanetary space, as:
Here, Ω is the solid angle and is given by (SNT area)/(4π(1[AU]) 2 ). P(E) is the neutron survival probability and β is assumed as a constant equal to −3. Equation 5.1 is further modified by the neutron's attenuation in the Earth's atmosphere and the detector's response. The detection efficiency of the SNT and the NM which were already mentioned in section 2 are used. The neutron attenuation in the Earth's atmosphere was calculated based on the Shibata model [12] . We took into account incident neutrons between 70 MeV and 1000 MeV of kinetic energy, the zenith angle (θ ) listed in Table 2 was also considered. We integrated Equation 5.1 from 70 MeV to 1 GeV. Finally, we compared the results from the integration with the calculated upper limits. In Figure 3 the estimated upper limit of the neutron flux at the Sun for five SNTs and the CHNM are shown. In each plot are also added (colored squares) the six successful detections made in solar cycle 23 [2, 3] .
Conclusions
We searched for solar neutrons during the period of maximum activity of solar cycle 24. We used the collected data from the detectors that are part of the International Network of Solar Neutron Telescopes. Our examination included data in the period of October 2013 to October 2014, where more than 41 X-ray flares classified by GOES as greater than >M5 occurred.
The first result is that, with our statistical analysis no excess equal or greater than 3σ has been observed from our sample which consisted of 13 M-class (>M5) and 16 X-class flares. The second result is the estimation of the upper limit for solar neutrons. Our upper limits are consistent with the successful detections made in solar cycle 23.
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